How you vote is a personal decision, but your decision will affect your job and your family. Your vote counts!

Only endorsed candidates with opposition are listed. More info: AFLCIONC.org.

Statewide
US President and Vice President: Hillary Clinton
Tim Kaine
US Senate: Deborah Ross
NC Governor: Roy Cooper
NC Lt. Governor: Linda Coleman
NC Attorney General: Josh Stein
NC Auditor: Beth A. Wood
NC Insurance Commission: Wayne Goodwin
NC Labor Commission: Charles Meeker
NC Secretary of State: Elaine Marshall
NC Superintendent of Public Instruction: June Atkinson
NC Treasurer: Dan Blue III
NC Supreme Court: Michael R. Morgan
NC Court of Appeals (vote for all):
Linda Stephens
Margaret Eagles
Abe Jones
Vince Rozier
Rickye McCoy-Mitchell

NC House
HD 8: Charlie Pat Farris
HD 9: Brian Farkas
NC 11: Duane Hall
HD 15: Dan Whitten
HD 18: Susi Hamilton
HD 26: Rich Nixon
HD 30: Paul Luebke
HD 36: Jennifer Ferrell
HD 37: Randy Barrow
HD 38: Yvonne Lewis Holley
HD 40: Joe John
HD 44: William (Billy) Richardson
HD 49: Cynthia Ball
HD 50: Craig R. Meyer
HD 59: Scott A. Jones
HD 70: Lois Bohnsack
HD 74: Marilyn Baker
HD 82: Earle Schecter
HD 86: Tim Barnsback
HD 88: Mary Belk
HD 92: Chaz Beasley
HD 101: Beverly Miller Earle
HD 103: Rochelle Rivas
HD 104: Peter Noris
HD 105: Connie Green-Johnson
HD 113: Maureen Mahan Copelof
HD 115: John Ager
HD 118: Rhonda Cole Schandevel
HD 119: Joe Sam Queen

NC Senate
SD 1: Brownie Futrell
SD 4: Angela R. Bryant
SD 9: Andrew Barnhill
SD 13: Jane W. Smith
SD 16: Jay Chaudhuri
SD 17: Susan P. Evans
SD 18: Gil Johnson
SD 19: Toni Morris
SD 20: Floyd B. McKissick, Jr.
SD 22: Mike Woodard
SD 23: Valerie P. Foushee
SD 27: Michael Garrett
SD 28: Gladys A. Robinson
SD 36: Robert Brown
SD 37: Jeff Jackson
SD 38: Joel Ford
SD 39: Lloyd Scher
SD 40: Joyce Waddell
SD 41: Jonathan Hudson
SD 48: Norman Bossert
SD 49: Terry Van Duyne
SD 50: Jane Hipp

County Races (alpha by county)
Buncombe
Commission 2: Paul L. Taylor
Commission 3: Nancy Nehls
Commission 4: David King
Commission 5: Marc Friedland
Commission 6: Ella Scarborough
Commission At-Large: Patricia (Pat) Cotham
Commission At-Large: Trevor M. Fuller

Durham
Commission: Ellen Reckhow
Commission: Brenda Jacobs
Commission: Heidi Carter

Forsyth
Commission B: Bob Stitcher
Commission B: Dave Pyler
Commission B: Selestee Stewart

Gastonia Gaston Township:
William F. Manning
Commission South Point Township:
Leon McClain

Guilford
Board of Ed. 2: Anita Sharpe
Board of Ed. 3: Angelo Kidd
Board of Ed. 6: Khem Denise Irby
Board of Ed. 7: Bettye Jenkins
Board of Ed. At-Large: Alan Duncan
Commission 4: Kirk Perkins
Commission 6: Rick Forrester
Dist. Ct. 18: Bill Davis
Dist. Ct. 18: Tonia A. Cutchin
Dist. Ct. 18: Lora Christine Cubbage

Mecklenburg
Commission 5: Marc Friedland
Commission At-Large: Ella Scarborough
Commission At-Large: Patricia (Pat) Cotham
Commission At-Large: Trevor M. Fuller

New Hanover
Board of Ed.: Sandra Leigh
Board of Ed.: Emma Saunders
Board of Ed.: Kevin Spears
Commission: Julia Bouseman
Commission: Jonathan Barfield, Jr.
Commission: Nelson G. Beaulieu

Rockingham
Rock. Co. Register of Deeds: Amy Lee Simpson

Wake
Board of Ed. 2: Monika Johnson-Hostler
Board of Ed. 4: Keith Sutton
Board of Ed. 8: Gary Lewis
Commission 4: Erv Portman

Cumberland
Commission 2: Paul L. Taylor

Lincoln
Commission: Elaine Jenkins
Commission: Neil S. Underwood

NC District Court
5B: Melinda H. Crouch
26: Christy T. Mann
27B: K. Dean Black
27B: Meredith A. Shuford
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